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Abstract: Room-scale Virtual Reality (VR) affordance in movement and interactivity causes new 1

challenges in creating virtual acoustic environments for VR experiences. Such environments are 2

typically constructed from virtual interactive objects that are accompanied by an Ambisonic bed and 3

an off-screen ("invisible") music soundtrack, with the Ambisonic bed, music, and virtual acoustics 4

describing the aural features of an area. This methodology can become problematic in room-scale VR 5

as the player cannot approach or interact with such background sounds, contradicting the player’s 6

motion aurally and limiting interactivity. Written from a sound designers perspective, the paper 7

addresses these issues by proposing a musically inclusive novel methodology that reimagines an 8

acoustic environment predominately using objects that are governed by multimodal rule-based 9

systems and spatialized in six degrees of freedom using 3D-binaural audio exclusively while mini- 10

mizing the use of Ambisonic beds and non-diegetic music. This methodology is implemented using 11

off-the-shelf, creator-oriented tools and methods and is evaluated through the development of a 12

standalone, narrative, prototype room-scale VR experience. The experience’s target platform is a 13

mobile, untethered VR system based on head-mounted displays, inside-out tracking, head-mounted 14

loudspeakers or headphones, and hand-held controllers. The authors apply their methodology to 15

the generation of ambiances based on sound-based music, sound effects, and virtual acoustics. The 16

proposed methodology benefits the interactivity and spatial behavior of virtual acoustic environments 17

but may be constrained by platform and project limitations. 18

Keywords: Virtual Reality; sound design; spatial audio; six degrees of freedom; game audio; room- 19

scale; spatial interaction; human–computer interaction; audio and haptic interfaces; 20

1. Introduction 21

Room-scale VR using head-mounted displays (HMD) allows the player to move 22

around in virtual environments, causing new challenges in creating engaging user expe- 23

riences [1]. This affordance in movement creates a sense of agency in the player that can 24

be addressed through participatory, process-oriented narratives [2]. This affordance for 25

movement and interactivity stems from modern VR systems, such as the Meta Quest 2 26

[3], being able to track the position and rotation of the player’s limbs in six degrees of 27

freedom (6-DoF). However, creating audio that supports these affordances requires new 28

methodologies [4, Ch. 3]. 29

Current recommendations for VR sound design suggest separating an audio mix into 30

foreground and background sounds and applying dedicated spatialization techniques [5]. 31

For example, foreground sounds would be spatialized into a sound-field representation 32

according to their relative position and rotation to a virtual listener ("object-based render- 33

ing") and accompanied by an additional sound-field recording of an acoustic environment 34

("Ambisonic bed"), such as a recording of a forest or empty office [5,6]. The resulting 35

sound-field would be transformed into a 3D-binaural representation for a listener’s left and 36

right ear, based on the listener’s head rotation [7, p. 9]. 37
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However, such Ambisonic beds can become problematic in large, interactive virtual 38

environments, as the player cannot approach or interact with the sounds of the Ambisonic 39

bed. This is due to the latter being fixed to the player’s position [5]. This behavior can 40

break the impression of the player’s movement in space, as illustrated in Example 1 via a 41

fly-through of a virtual outdoor environment that uses a single looped Ambisonic recording 42

[8]. This issue can also be observed at the beginning of the VR game Virtual Virtual Reality 2 43

[9], in which the position of the visual representation of a flock of birds does not align with 44

its acoustic representation [10, timecode 3:44]. 45

The potential for contradicting the player’s movement in space via positionally unre- 46

sponsive audio can be further aggravated using invisible, non-diegetic music. Here, the 47

music would be placed outside the game world via stereophonic panning [11]. This place- 48

ment prevents the player from approaching its source and restricts the music’s response to 49

the player’s head movement, causing it to appear head-locked [12]. The spatial cues of the 50

music, therefore, may differ from the spatial cues of the game world, which could lead to 51

confusion among the players. 52

Unfortunately, replacing the use of Ambisonic beds or non-diegetic music through an 53

alternative methodology is non-trivial. 54

Recordings not only just capture sounds, but also their behavior over time, such as 55

the density of occurrence of a particular sound or their change in timbre [13]. Furthermore, 56

the composition of acoustic environments can vary over time, affected, for example, by the 57

time of day [14]. A recording of such an environment may capture such changes, which 58

a composer could choose to use creatively [15]. In this sense, recordings also capture the 59

sonic organization of an environment at one or more moments in time. Consequently, if the 60

use of Ambisonic beds/non-diegetic music would be replaced by another methodology 61

the latter needs to include a method to describe the temporal (and spatial) evolution of its 62

associated sound sources. 63

Furthermore, the type of interactivity to which audio reacts must be considered. 64

Interactivity can be differentiated between active and passive player participation [16]. 65

Passive participation would require the rendering of sounds relative to the user’s head 66

orientation and position in space; active participation would require direct manipulable 67

elements to the user [16]. An experience should cater to both types of participation to 68

"achieve a total experience" [17]. 69

Additionally, the multimodal nature of VR must also be considered, since humans 70

generally experience the physical world through more than one sense [17]. For this reason, 71

interaction feedback should be provided using multimodalities, such as mapping the 72

change in object properties to visualizations, vibration, and audio simultaneously [17]. 73

To address the issues of interactive spatial audio for room-scale VR, this paper investi- 74

gates the creation of virtual acoustic environments through the establishment of virtual 75

objects whose behavior can be described by rules and whose audio content is spatialized 76

in 6-DoF using 3D-binaural audio exclusively. This methodology aims to reimagine the 77

temporal structure of an acoustic environment using rule-based systems wherever possible 78

rather than relying on Ambisonic beds or non-diegetic music as surrounding ambiances. 79

Firstly, this recreation allows the sound designer the injection of new, multimodal behaviors 80

to cater to interactivity. Secondly, an object-focused, 6-DoF 3D-binaural audio approach to 81

acoustic environments allows a player to understand their proximity to the environment’s 82

objects. Similar approaches may have been used in VR games, such as Half-Life: Alyx 83

[18]; however, documentation of such approaches may be lacking, and this paper aims to 84

help fill this gap. Written from a sound designer’s perspective and using the taxonomy of 85

sounds in VR presented in [19], this paper bases its novel methodology on off-the-shelf 86

tools and methods, while targeting mobile VR as presentation platform. 87

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature to find possible 88

solutions to the issues raised in the paper. Section 3 describes the methodology of the 89

paper’s approach. Section 4 describes the implementation of the methodology based on 90
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example applications, which are evaluated with comparable alternative solutions in Section 91

5. Section 6 discusses the limitations of the proposal. Finally, Section 7 concludes. 92

2. Background 93

The introduction raised issues that a suitable methodology for spatial audio design for 94

room-scale VR should address. The literature and tools for game engines propose several 95

approaches to these issues. 96

2.1. 6-DoF audio 97

Object-based and sound-field rendering approaches have been used to implement 98

passive player participation ("6-DoF audio") [6]. For example, 30 time-aligned third-order 99

Ambisonic recordings of an orchestra performance are interpolated based on the listener’s 100

position and rotation in their room-scale VR music experience Zylia Concert Hall using the 101

sound-field rendering technique [20,21]. [22] uses an object-based rendering method of 102

multiple mono-recordings of an orchestra performance. Méndez et al. use both rendering 103

methods in their experience depending on the source material [6]. In contrast to sound-field 104

rendering, object-based rendering also considers a sound source’s radiation pattern and 105

interaction with the "virtual" acoustic environment during the rendering process [6]. This 106

approach gives the sound designer deep control over the acoustic appearance of a sound 107

source in space. 108

The cited experiences, however, differ from our work in that they focus on the re- 109

creation of existing music performance and its performance space, rather than arbitrary 110

(imaginary) acoustic environments or active player interaction. As the corresponding 111

standard for 6-DoF audio (MPEG-I) is currently being developed [23], [21–23] use their 112

own custom toolchain, while [6] uses game technologies for both visuals and audio. 113

2.2. Adaptive audio 114

Within the context of game audio, active player participation can be addressed with 115

adaptive audio, that is, audio that responds to changes in game states [24]. This adaptation 116

is made by separating audio into a collection of sound files and rules, the latter defining the 117

former’s playback in the audio middleware or game engine [25, Ch. 8,9]. Game states can 118

trigger the playback of specific audio files, as used in Byrns’ et al. adaptive music therapy 119

in VR [26], or affect the processing of sounds in real-time, as seen in the audification of the 120

state of virtual objects [27, timecode 10:33] in the VR climbing simulation The Climb 2 [28]. 121

The separation of audio content and its rules of playback can also be used for inter- 122

active sound effects in VR. For example, in the VR game The Mage’s Tale [29], [30] links a 123

collection of "click sounds" to conditions of an angular movement: The player rotates a 124

"wheel", with the latter responding with a clicking sound every 30°. 125

2.3. Rule-based systems 126

Rule-based systems, generative processes, or procedural content generation have been 127

widely used for content generation in games. Applications of procedural content generation 128

include animation, level design, stories or games, as well as music, soundscapes, and sound 129

effects [31–35]. Recent advances apply Artificial Intelligence (AI) in procedural music to 130

compose music in real-time that is affected by player preferences and/or the environment 131

[36], or responsive to state changes of non-player characters (NPC) [37]. 132

The non-VR game Spore [38] is an example of a rule-based system that composes and 133

performs music "automatically" [33, p. 11]. It generates multiple independent musical 134

phrases which can be randomly combined into complex combinations [33, p. 11]. To exert 135

control over the resulting music to ensure aesthetic validity, the composer (Brian Eno) 136

creates rulesets that predetermine important musical parameters, such as restricting pitches 137

to a specific scale or creating patterns of rhythms and melodies that the player can randomly 138

combine [39]. Some of these patterns are associated with visual representations through 139

which the player can affect the music being generated [40, timecode 5:34–6:47]. 140
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However, the examples of this section focus on non-diegetic music, stereophonic audio 141

playback through sound synthesis, and their generative algorithms affect only the music’s 142

modality. In the case of Spore, the music responds to the player’s interaction with visual 143

objects, but is presented non-diegetic and is not spatially correlated with the visual objects. 144

2.4. Spatial implementation of music in room-scale VR 145

The spatial impact and spatial implementation of non-diegetic music in VR are debated 146

[11,12]. Despite the potential to detract from the spatial audio experience [12], non-diegetic 147

music can guide players through several game spaces, potentially reducing the impact of 148

the event boundary phenomenon [41] and, therefore, improving the spatial cohesion of 149

games [42]. Composers have also sought to soften or exaggerate the spatial disconnect 150

between diegetic sound effects and non-diegetic music, depending on a game’s context 151

[43]. 152

Visualizations of non-diegetic music can be found mainly in music-centered games 153

[19, p. 166], but tend not to correlate spatially with the music’s "instruments". For example, 154

Beat Saber [44] visualizes various features of non-diegetic music, such as rhythm, tension, 155

or contrasts, but limits spatial audio only to sound effects caused by hand interaction [45, 156

timecode 0:17]. 157

Alternatively, diegetic music would allow the player to approach its source and share 158

its acoustic space with the player. This can be seen in the two music examples in Section 2.1. 159

However, placing the music’s instruments across the acoustic environment is challenging 160

in the author’s development platform, as FMOD stores audio as events and links them to 161

a single position in space when used with a 3D audio spatializer [46, chap. 16.2.3]. Thus, 162

implementing multi-source diegetic music in FMOD requires an alternative solution. 163

2.5. Authors’ contribution 164

Table 1 summarizes the similarities and differences between the cited and our work. 165

Although our work is most similar in the construction of acoustic environments to the 166

methodology used in Half-Life: Alyx, The Mage’s Tale, and Vacation Simulator [47], it differs 167

in the combination of exclusive use of 3D-binaural audio in 6-DoF, multi-source diegetic 168

music, and rule-based systems that generate (sound-file-based) audio and map its behavior 169

to several modes simultaneously. Furthermore, our work targets the Meta Quest 2 as 170

the presentation medium and implements velocity-sensitive audio objects in select cases. 171

[26,36,37] do not specifically mention the music’s spatial format or reference any point / 172

surrounding ambiances. 173

A methodology based on multimodal, object-, and rule-based systems is not new 174

per se. For example, [48] describes a similar methodology in the context of Ambient 175

Intelligence, where a collection of "cognitive", context-aware agents perform functionalities 176

of a service-oriented architecture, such as controlling the playback and type of music based 177

on the user’s mood and environmental factors (temperature, outdoor light). Such systems 178

have also been applied, for example, to intelligent music recommendation systems [49] or 179

to context-aware music service for gym users [50]. 180

However, considering Table 1, our work can be considered new in the context of spatial 181

audio and the design of acoustic environments presented in room-scale VR. Although the 182

technologies and methods used are not new, we propose a novel methodology based on 183

their combination. This approach may leverage existing knowledge of sound designers 184

and thus facilitate adoption. 185

3. Methods 186

The paper proposes a multimodal, (audio) object-focused methodology for the creation 187

of acoustic environments presented in room-scale VR. Generally, the methodology builds 188

upon the production cycle of game audio, as described in [25,54], but affects steps in the 189

sound generation and implementation process. 190
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Table 1. Comparison of differences and similarities of the cited experiences / papers regarding 6-DoF

audio, generative audio, diegetic music, and the mapping of the music’s features to other senses or

objects, i.e. visualizations of rhythms or representation by visible objects. "N/a" is entered if there is

not sufficient information available to identify a characteristic.

Title Type 6-DoF
6-DoF
audio

Diegetic
music

Generative
music

Surrounding
ambiances

Music map-
ping

Virtual Virtual Reality 2 Adventure yes partial no no yes no

Half-Life: Alyx FPS shooter yes partial partial no yes object

Zylia Concert Hall Music yes yes yes no no avatars

Settel et al., 2021 Music yes yes yes no no level meters

Méndez et al., 2018 Music yes yes yes no no avatars

Byrns et al., 2020
Music ther-
apy

n/a n/a n/a no n/a visualizations

The Climb 2 Sport yes partial no no yes no

The Mage’s Tale Action RPG yes partial no no yes no

De Prisco et al., 2016 n/a n/a n/a no evolutionary n/a visualizations

Washburn and Khos-
mood, 2020

n/a n/a n/a n/a
multi-agent
expert
system

n/a visualizations

Spore Simulation no no no rule-based yes objects

Fail Factory Arcade no partial1 partial no n/a visualizations

Beat Saber Music yes partial no no no multimodal

12 Sentiments Music n/a partial partial n/a no multimodal

Rez Infinite [51] Music no no partial rule-based music multimodal

Eleven Table Tennis [52] Sport yes yes yes no n/a object

Vacation Simulator Simulation yes yes partial no yes object

Please, Don’t Touch
Anything! [53]

Puzzle yes partial partial no yes object

1 The game’s description in [43] is unclear regarding the differentiation of 3D audio supporting 3-DoF or 6-DoF.

Traditionally, surrounding ambiances would be created in a digital audio workstation 191

(DAW) and the mixed result is imported as a single sound file (or a collection of sound 192

files corresponding to stems/tracks of this audio mix) into the audio middleware/game 193

engine for playback [5]. This approach means that the structure and parts of the mix of the 194

acoustic environment would be defined in the DAW, with the audio middleware providing 195

some degree of flexibility over audio playback via adaptive audio. This process would lead 196

to the issues mentioned in the paper’s introduction. 197

In contrast, the paper’s approach uses the DAW to produce a (detailed) collection 198

of sound files corresponding to localized, single audio objects or point sources of an 199

acoustic environment instead. Each object would be associated with an event in the audio 200

middleware, and its playback and real-time effects are defined by rules, which are specified 201

in the game engine. The game engine, thus, implements the structure of the acoustic 202

environments and uses the audio middleware predominantly as a sample player rather 203

than as a sequencer. 204

In this way, the paper combines an object-focused approach with multimodal rule- 205

based systems and adaptive and 3D-binaural audio in 6-DoF. The governing system defines 206
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Audio

Sound files

FX processing

Spatializer

Mapping

Vision

Transparency

Animations

Mapping

Motion

Rotation

Translation

Mapping

User input/output

Headset, Hands,
Controllers
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Mapping
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Mapping
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Mapping

Tactility

(Controller) vibration

Mapping

Interactivity
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Select, hover

Mapping

Object
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Conditions / Rules

Mapping
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Conditions / Rules

Mapping

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the proposed system. Data generated by the physics system, game

states, or user input/output are mapped to a governing system that coordinates the interpretation and

relation of this data to the multimodal representation of objects. The governing system is responsible

for the sonic organization and the definition of the latter’s interactive behavior.

an object’s behavior on all its sensory, interactive, and spatial representations using rules, 207

as conceptualized using example representations in Figure 1. In this way, object behaviors 208

can be defined in many modalities and mapped to sounds by the designer. The governing 209

system could be replicated for each object within a collection of objects, or a single system 210

could control the entire collection. An acoustic environment can be formed from a single or 211

several governing systems that affect many objects individually or simultaneously. 212

Each behavior representation in Figure 1 lists example data sources, processes, and an 213

internal mapping system. The use of AI is omitted due to project scope but could be added 214

in the future. The mapping system transforms received parameter data into internal data 215

formats, such as clipping and scaling data, and associates external parameters with internal 216

parameters. The figure’s arrows indicate data exchange between the representations. 217

To illustrate the mapping between state changes and resulting object behaviors, here 218

is an example. A timer initiates a state change, and the governing system then maps this 219

state change to its internal rules. This mapping might result in an object moving in space, 220

producing a sound, and gradually becoming transparent. Behaviors can also influence each 221

other (via the governing system), such as an object’s movement velocity could affect the 222

playback rate of a sound file. 223

By experimentation and observation of the author’s prototype room-scale VR experi- 224

ence, the authors established four key design rules that enable the rule-based system to 225

generate (evolving) acoustic environments: 226

1. The system should transition between its states over time to allow the player to 227

observe these transitions. 228

2. The system should affect or be replicated across several objects to cause complex 229

inter-object interactions, aiming to cause subsequent state changes. 230

3. The system should proactively initiate subsequent state changes to avoid the system’s 231

premature termination / falling silent, depending on the scenario, narrative, and 232

acoustic context. 233
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4. Methods of virtual room acoustics, such as reverberation and simulation of (early) 234

reflections, should be used wherever possible to give a sense of space. Multiple, 235

diffuse-sounding Ambisonic field recordings without localizable sound sources can 236

be used alternatively in outdoor environments. 237

Design rule 4 requires discussion. The taxonomy of acoustic environments presented 238

in [55] differentiates between indoor and outdoor acoustic environments and lists possible 239

generators of sound sources. One key difference between these environments is their 240

acoustics. While reverberation provides the listener with aural cues indicating room 241

dimensions and surface materials in indoor spaces, this option may not be suitable for 242

outdoor environments [5,56]. For example, open spaces may not contain walls to reflect 243

sound to the listener. While simulation methods of sparsely reflecting outdoor acoustics 244

have been proposed [57], they may not have been implemented in 3D-binaural spatializers 245

such as Google Resonance Audio [56]. 246

Instead, (very) diffuse Ambisonic field recordings could be used, such as recordings 247

of wind or very distant, constant traffic hum. They might assist in the evocation of a sense 248

of space. If the sound sources in the field recording remain un-localizable ("diffuse") and 249

respond to the player’s head rotation, they may not contradict the player’s motion in space. 250

This impression could be further supported by blending dynamically between different 251

diffuse Ambisonic recordings based on the listener’s position. This approach aims to reduce 252

contradiction to the player’s spatial motion that Ambisonic beds could introduce. 253

4. Implementation 254

The feasibility of this audio object-focused approach to the design of VR acoustic 255

environments, and the spatial and interactive benefits that consequently emerge have been 256

evaluated through the development of a prototype room-scale VR experience called Planet 257

Xerilia, (soon) available on SideQuest [58]. In the prototype, a single player moves through 258

eight virtual environments in 6-DoF, interacts with its virtual "sound installations", and 259

uncovers a story told by audio and the environment. 260

4.1. Platform 261

The authors developed the prototype for the Meta Quest 2 using Unity [59] and ad- 262

ditional packages, as shown in Figure 2. The Quest 2 features head-mounted displays, 263

inside-out tracking, a Qualcomm Snapdragon XR2 SoC, and miniature loudspeakers em- 264

bedded in the head-strap [3]. The authors primarily listened to the prototype’s audio via 265

closed and open headphones. Unity’s audio engine was replaced with audio middleware 266

FMOD to facilitate sound design and production [46]. FMOD ran within Unity as a plugin. 267

Additionally, Google Resonance Audio [7] is used as the 3D-binaural audio spatializer and 268

ran as a plugin in FMOD [60]. It was chosen for efficiency reasons [61] and ease of use. 269

Unity’s Oculus XR Plugin [62] is used to interface with the Quest 2’s hardware. Unity’s 270

XR Interaction Toolkit [63] provides means of enabling player locomotion and interactivity. 271

The proposed methodology is not specific to the author’s development platform and may 272

be possible to implement elsewhere using similar tools. The visuals are all based on Unity’s 273

standard primitives, i.e., rectangular cuboids and quads, and baked and real-time lighting. 274

4.2. Player movement in space 275

To enable room-scale movement the authors implemented an avatar-based movement 276

system [64]. This allows the player to physically move in the environment within the limits 277

of their play space. The player’s movement area is virtually extended using a teleportation 278

system and joystick-controlled smooth locomotion [65], as well as virtually rotated via 279

joystick-controlled stepped rotation ("snap turn"). The experience uses the joysticks of the 280

Quest 2’s handheld controllers. The player can ignore smooth locomotion and can use 281

teleportation instead to move around the virtual environment’s platforms. Strategies such 282

as redirected walking techniques, as presented in [66], have not been implemented due to 283

the project scope. 284
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VR platform

VR controllers

Oculus XR plugin

Unity XR Interaction
Toolkit

Unity Game
Engine

FMOD audio
middleware

Google Resonance
Audio

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the packages used in the prototype to interface with the VR hardware

(Oculus XR plugin, Unity XR Interaction Toolkit), enable adaptive audio (FMOD) and 3D-binaural

audio (Google Resonance Audio).

4.3. Multimodal applications 285

Three example implementations of rule-based systems and their application are ex- 286

plored in Planet Xerilia. They are based on collisions, motion patterns, or lists. Screencasts 287

available in the supplementary section show the system’s audio-visual appearance and 288

interactive potential. 289

4.3.1. Collision-based system 290

In the collision-based system, forces push objects to move and, eventually, collide 291

with other objects, with the collision resulting in sound. For instance, Planet Xerilia uses 292

this system to create an acoustic environment in which water drips down from a ceiling 293

(Figure 3, Example 2). A timer causes the random instantiation of "water droplets" in 294

time and space (Design Rules 2/3). The droplets, affected by gravitation, will fall, and 295

collide with the floor or the player (Design Rule 1). Each collision triggers a sound, fades 296

out the object’s visual representation, and ultimately destroys the object. The collision’s 297

force (correlating with impact velocity) is mapped to a matching sound that implies a 298

similar impact velocity. The droplets excite the environment’s reverberation (Design Rule 299

4), aiming to evoke the impression of a cavernous, wet room. The timer’s frequency of 300

droplet instantiation can be set by the sound designer, providing control over the density 301

of the resulting texture. 302

Alternative applications of this process push an existing object in a "random" direction 303

with both the push and the collision creating a sound, leaving the object’s lifetime unaffected 304

(Example 2, timecode 0:35). Interactivity can be implemented, for example, via letting the 305

player exert forces onto an object either by grab-and-throw actions or collisions between 306

the player’s virtual hands/head. 307

Figure 3. Screenshot showing one area in Planet Xerilia. The collision-based system is implemented

in the "water" droplets, here visible as randomly rotated white, small squares, that fall from the area’s

ceiling. Once they collide with the floor they disappear and make a "splash" sound.
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Figure 4. Screenshot of one of Planet Xerilia’s areas. The matte green small cubes that hover around a

glowing, bright green center implement the motion-pattern-based system. These cubes constantly

emit sound, with their motion and sound affected by the physics system.

4.3.2. Motion-pattern-based system 308

In the motion-pattern-based system, a group of objects continuously move within the 309

defined space, always generating sound. An object’s motion is induced by (constantly) 310

applied forces (via the physics system) or direct translation in space. Each resulting 311

motion pattern has its specific duration, movement speed, parameter settings for real-time 312

processing effects, and sound file variation (Design Rule 1). Through the spatial layering of 313

several of these objects (Design Rule 2) and careful tuning of their sound radiation range 314

and behavior, the overall impression of a complex texture emerges as each object moves in 315

and out of the player’s proximal hearing range at different times. 316

The physics engine can create complex motion patterns in this system and affords 317

rudimentary player interaction. For example, in Example 3 (Figure 4), several objects 318

("bees") orbit around a glowing center. A constant force pushes each object continuously 319

and separately, with the object’s motion constrained by an invisible hinge. A collision 320

with the player’s head, hands, or other objects can cause this hinge to break, initiating a 321

"scream" of the object and throwing it into another orbit. This collision also adds additional 322

force, causing the object to accelerate, resulting in subsequent collisions occurring more 323

quickly. Additionally, the whole system slowly rotates around itself, which adds further 324

potential for collisions. Combining these strategies creates an "unstable" scenario, resulting 325

in complex, emergent motion patterns. The instability of the setup satisfies Design Rule 3, 326

causing the emergence of an evolving system that the player can influence. This scenario 327

can also be seen as an example where the features of different systems are combined. 328

As seen in Section 4.3.1, the physics engine allows the mapping of an object’s velocity 329

to sound. In this instance, the authors exaggerated this mapping to make the object’s 330

change in velocity aurally apparent to the player and appear to be "faster-than-life". 331

4.3.3. List-based system 332

In the lists-based system, a timer initiates a state change of an object from a predefined 333

list of objects (Design Rule 3). The state change triggers the aural, motion, and visual 334

behavior of an associated object. Interactivity can be implemented by giving the player 335

control over aspects of the list, such as which objects are to be included. Alternatively, the 336

player may indirectly / directly start or stop the timer. Collisions between the associated 337

objects and the player can add the potential for interactivity, as seen in the discussion of the 338

collision-based system. 339

Planet Xerilia uses the list-based system as a note-/chord-based step-sequencer that 340

advances within a pattern, i.e., the list. Figure 5 shows an example of such an implementa- 341

tion (Example 4). The list is represented as hovering, partially transparent cubes ("sockets") 342
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Figure 5. This screenshot shows an example implementation of the list-based system. The list affects

the rotation and playback of sounds emitted by large, grey/purple cubes, shown in the center of

the screenshot. The list is player accessible for data entry via its representation as bright grey, small

hovering cubes (bottom right, "sockets"). A yellow cuboid that overlaps with one of the list’s sockets

corresponds to the list’s play position. The white cuboids on the floor represent the objects associated

with the list. Their size corresponds to the vertical position of one of the large grey cubes.

in which the player can place larger cuboids. The latter cuboids correspond to vertically 343

stacked large cubes. When the play-head object, here represented as a yellow cuboid, passes 344

through a socket, the state of the socket’s associated object changes, resulting in the rotation 345

of the large cuboid and the playback of its sound source. This system’s implementation 346

results in a player-driven bass line. An alternative implementation combines two such 347

step-sequencers, each associated with their sounds, objects, and trigger frequency, resulting 348

in evolving chord progressions (Example 6, timecode 1:05). 349

The application of the lists-based system in Figure 5 can be seen as an approach 350

to multi-source diegetic music in 6-DoF audio. The objects’ position in space targeted 351

by the list corresponds to the spatialization of the notes/sounds; the note sequence also 352

corresponds to a sequence in space. This allows the player to approach each note. The 353

sound files and the data implementation of the list need to ensure musicality, i.e., that the 354

sounds and their representation in a data structure are musically meaningful. For this 355

reason, the authors restricted player control to the order of the sequence’s notes. The pitch 356

of each note and the tempo of the sequence is controlled by the authors. This approach 357

shares similarities with the approach used in Spore, as described in Section 2.3. 358

5. Evaluation/results 359

The evaluation focuses on the advantages of the (audio) object-focused approach to 360

acoustic environment design in VR, whereas limitations/disadvantages will be discussed 361

in Section 6. A comparison is made with alternative implementation methodologies, where 362

applicable, to indicate the spatial and interactive benefits of the former. 363

5.1. Collision-based system 364

To demonstrate the spatial benefits and audio-visual synchronization, the authors 365

compare the application of the collision-based system with an alternative approach based 366

on the playback of a static Ambisonic recording. Both are built from one element ("water 367

droplets") of one of the prototype’s acoustic environments. The authors manually approxi- 368

mated the aural features of the Ambisonic version with the original object-based version in 369

a DAW. Both audio representations share the same visual scene; the water droplet’s visual 370

representation in time and space is generated randomly in both cases. 371
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The object-based version is created using the following steps. A dry, in-situ recording 372

of water droplets is segmented into several small sound files; the resulting files are grouped 373

into four levels representing different impact forces; impact forces are assigned to a param- 374

eter exposed to Unity and mapped to the impact collision velocity of the water droplet’s 375

visual representation; the visual representation of the droplet’s collision with the floor or 376

the player triggers the water droplet’s sound; the position of the collision is matched to 377

the spatialized sound’s position; the player’s distance to the spatialized sound’s position 378

affects its direct signal level and a high-pass filter’s cutoff frequency re-moves the sound’s 379

low-frequency content. As a result, the water droplet will sound brighter, quieter, and more 380

reverberated as its proximity to the player decreases. 381

The Ambisonic recording method approximates the object-based version via the 382

following steps. First, the same source recording is divided into small segments; each 383

segment is assigned to one of five positions around the virtual listener in the DAW at 384

different distances; each position is spatialized using 1st-order Ambisonic encoding via 385

dearVR pro [67]; the resulting Ambisonic recording is reverberated using an impulse 386

response generated from within the environment’s real-time room simulation; the recording 387

is looped, placed in the center of the environment and starts playing at the beginning of the 388

scene. 389

Example 5 shows the spatial, interactive benefits of the audio object-focused approach. 390

The screencast presents a fly-through through the environment of the Ambisonic version 391

first, then followed by a fly-through of the object-focused version (visible at timecode 392

0:37). In the object-focused version, the collision sound of each water droplet matches its 393

visual representation in space. Their distinct aural localization facilitates transitions across 394

acoustic environments: when the player stands on the threshold of one environment, all 395

the drop-lets sound distant, whereas in the middle of that environment, some droplets 396

sound close, while others sound distant. Furthermore, integrating sound file playback in 397

the collision system aligns the visuals with the audio in time and space (see also Example 2). 398

The transient nature of the water droplets limits active player participation in both cases. 399

However, the object-focused approach provides interactivity to the sound designer, making 400

the acoustic environment malleable in real-time. For instance, the density of the water 401

drop-lets can be easily adjusted in real-time by changing the generator’s trigger frequency. 402

In contrast, while the Ambisonic version also creates a sense of space, it does not 403

respond to the player’s position dynamically. This means some water droplets sound 404

always close, while others sound always distant. Furthermore, the sounds cannot be aligned 405

in time and space to the water droplet’s visual representation due to the randomness of 406

their generation (unless their pattern of appearance would be predetermined). A change 407

in density of water droplets generation would require the sound designer to re-design, 408

re-render, and reimport the Ambisonic recording. 409

5.2. Motion-pattern-based system 410

Example 3 shows the spatial and interactive benefits of the motion-pattern-based sys- 411

tem when used in combination with a collision-based system, as described in Section 4.3.2. 412

The screencast first presets the system from a distance, then shows the player stepping close 413

to the system and hitting one of its associated objects which results in the system spinning 414

chaotically. The motion-pattern-based system allows the player to spatially experience their 415

approach and withdrawal to/from each object individually via 3D-binaural audio. The 416

embedded collision system acknowledges the player’s existence in the virtual environment 417

via intentional or unintentional collisions caused by the player. The player can actively 418

influence the configuration of the system by hitting some of its objects. 419

Due to the unpredictability of player interaction and behavior of the system, the au- 420

thors do not compare this application with another non-object-based solution. Alternatively, 421

the movement of the objects could be defined and fixed in time through a timeline-based 422

animation, which could be set to sound in a DAW. This sound could then be rendered as an 423

Ambisonic sound file and played back synchronously with the animation. However, this 424
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approach would exclude player interaction. The complexity of the objects’ motions would 425

also be challenging to manually match in a DAW. 426

5.3. List-based system 427

The authors compare two spatial implementations of an environment’s object-based 428

music to demonstrate the differences in spatial response. The music contains three elements: 429

two drone-based sounds are accompanied by bass-drum-like collision sounds. In one 430

version, the 3D-binaural audio spatializer embeds the drone-like sounds in the same space 431

as the visual objects, with the music becoming diegetic. In the second version, randomized, 432

stereophonic amplitude-based panning locates these sounds outside the game world, with 433

the music becoming non-diegetic. In both cases, the sound of the collisions between the 434

visual representations of the objects is kept in 3D-binaural audio. The spatialization strategy 435

implemented in the non-diegetic version shares similarity with the approach taken by [43] 436

(see Section 2.4). 437

While the music evokes a similar atmosphere in both cases, its spatial impression 438

changes, as heard in Example 6. The screencast first presents a fly-through through the 439

environment using the non-diegetic version, followed by a version using the diegetic 440

version. The diegetic approach makes the music localized and associates each sound 441

with its visual representation. Due to the spatial correlation between the visual and aural 442

representation, the collision sounds appear to be part of the music. The music becomes 443

responsive to the environment’s room reverberation and the player can approach the 444

sounds contained in the music. 445

This diegetic placement contrasts with the non-diegetic version. There is a spatial 446

disconnect between the collision sounds, the drone-like sounds, and the acoustic environ- 447

ment’s remaining sounds in the non-diegetic version. Furthermore, due to this spatial 448

disconnect, the collision sounds may not appear to be part of the music but rather just the 449

sounds of the colliding objects. 450

The diegetic or non-diegetic versions of the music may both be suitable; however, their 451

narrative meaning may change [68]. Ultimately, whether the effect of the music’s spatial 452

dislocation appears problematic or appropriate would depend on the game’s contexts, 453

narrative goals, or overall approach, as suggested by [11]. 454

6. Discussion 455

The application of the object-focused approach presented in this work has revealed 456

implementation complexities that require consideration. These complexities stem from 457

platform constraints and the multimodal nature of the object-focused approach. 458

6.1. Multimodal behavior application constraints 459

While implementation complexity and scope management strategies are typical for 460

game development [69,70], an object-focused approach to acoustic environments adds 461

to this complexity. For example, each sound associated with an object’s audio behavior 462

needs to be recorded, edited, mapped to parameters, linked to a playback and behavior 463

logic, balanced in signal level to other sounds in the same context, tested for functionality, 464

and optimized for performance. If the sound has to be replaced at a later stage the whole 465

process needs to be repeated. Variations of sounds are required to reduce the perceived 466

repetition of sounds [54, ch. 3]. Velocity-sensitive sounds increase the sound pool further, 467

potentially amounting to about 35+ sound files per object (see Section 6.4). For context, 468

approximately 1572 sound files are used in total Planet Xerilia across its eight environments. 469

Equally, the object’s other modal representations, e.g. visualizations, require similar steps 470

of implementation and testing relevant to their medium. For this reason, VR sound 471

designers/programmers need to (re-)consider the depth of detail and interactivity required 472

and balance these against other relevant project constraints. 473

Furthermore, the implementation of object behaviors on all their sensorial represen- 474

tations may not be necessary or applicable in all contexts. By way of example, sounds 475
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representing aural hallucinations or ghosts may not require any visual representation due 476

to reasons of narration and only the audio behavior would need to be implemented. Such a 477

reduced-modal approach could limit opportunities for active player participation, as the 478

player may not be able to associate and understand their influence over an object’s state. 479

However, restricting active player participation may facilitate production workflows as 480

it removes the need for sounds confirming user action. Ultimately, the sound designer 481

would have to balance the constraints of the project with the desired level of object-based 482

player participation. However, if the sound designer ensures an object-focused approach 483

in the audio representations, these audio objects would still respond to passive player 484

participation. 485

6.2. VR platform constraints 486

The multimodal nature of the object-focused approach proposed in this work may 487

place a high strain on the processing power available on the target VR platform, especially 488

if untethered. Moving objects may require real-time calculations provided by the physics 489

engine, rendering, or lighting system. Optimization strategies are suggested to offset such 490

compound computational overheads, such as reducing the number of moving objects to 491

gain the ability to pre-render their lighting and shadows [71]. In this way, the VR platform 492

acts to constrain the complexity and usage of a multimodal object-focused approach. 493

Due to the processing limitations of the target platform in this work, the authors em- 494

ployed a compromise between a multimodal and reduced-modal approach in the creation 495

of the acoustic environments (Example 7), with the decision between each depending on the 496

object’s narrative focus: objects that are critical for the experience’s narrative feature multi- 497

modal behaviors, while others, used to augment the environment, feature reduced-modal 498

behaviors. This approach facilitated production and reduced processing demands. 499

6.3. Implications of general-purpose programming language 500

Converting acoustic environments into object-focused, rule-based systems may require 501

extensive programming knowledge beyond that of some sound designers or composers. 502

Implementing behaviors may require custom code using general-purpose programming 503

paradigms, such as object-oriented programming (OOP) or visual scripting, which is a 504

methodology required by the game engine [72]. As these concepts are not intrinsically 505

musical, the implementation of musical ideas requires translation and abstraction [73]. The 506

aural result is then limited to the extent the sound designer can translate aural concepts to 507

programming concepts used in a game engine, and available time. In this way, the game 508

engine may constrain the musicality or complexity of an object-focused approach. 509

In the prototype discussed in this paper, custom code was necessary, for example, to 510

implement the list-based system used in Section 4.3.3. This code included the description of 511

a data structure that represents sounds and their configuration in time, as well as methods 512

to describe their triggering, evolution in time, and visual behavior. Additionally, the code 513

also needed to consider active player participation, such as the player affecting the contents 514

or configuration of the data structure and the aesthetic/narrative aim. 515

6.4. Implementation complexities in collision-based systems 516

The complexity of implementing a collision-based system can increase as the level 517

of desired realism increases. For example, the increase in sound level corresponding to 518

an increase in input forces/collision velocities depends on the materials involved [74]. 519

This finding requires a force-to-sound mapping on a per-material basis. Furthermore, 520

higher impact forces can cause an object to crack, splinter, or break. Including these kinds 521

of complexities necessitates creating, testing, and implementing many sound files. In 522

the example of the water droplets from Section 4.3.1, the authors associated a total of 523

35 sound files to the four ranges of impact velocities. In another example, the collision 524

sound is based on four components, including a synthesized base impact accompanied by 525

different intensities of sand falling and stones rolling, resulting in 37 associated sound files. 526
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Furthermore, the designer must ensure that the game engine detects collisions according to 527

its multiple implementation contexts, requiring testing and adaptation of the underlying 528

model or code design [75]. 529

6.5. Conversion of Ambisonic field recordings 530

Ambisonic field recordings used as acoustic backdrops in outdoor environments may 531

require conversion into an object-based representation to comply with the object-focused 532

approach and to facilitate acoustic coherence. For example, the combination of bird-like 533

sounds from different Ambisonic and non-Ambisonic field recordings found in a sound 534

library may cause narrative/aural contradictions. Birds from one recording may not be 535

compatible with the environment suggested by another recording through a mismatch of 536

bird species or reverberation cues, e.g., dense vs sparse forest. Such mismatch could be 537

avoided if the sounds captured in an Ambisonic field recording could be extracted and 538

thus converted into an object-based representation. 539

Such conversion may be possible in cases where the recording features spectral or tem- 540

poral separation between foreground and background sounds and the sounds of interest are 541

in the foreground. For example, insects in an Ambisonic recording could be isolated from 542

atmospheric background sounds, e.g., very distant traffic hum, via bandpass or FFT filters 543

and then decoded to mono sound files. Each insect call could be separated into a sound 544

file, spatialized using object-based rendering, and the frequency of the insects’ utterances 545

recreated using a rule-based system. More advanced machine learning approaches for 546

sound isolation could be used alternatively [76]. The remainder of the Ambisonic recording 547

could be recycled as a diffuse ambient Ambisonic bed if all identifiable gestural elements 548

have been removed. The authors used this process in all outdoor environments in Planet 549

Xerilia with Example 7 demonstrating the result. 550

7. Conclusion 551

This paper has presented the design, application, and discussion of a multimodal, 552

rule-governed, audio object-focused methodology for creating acoustic environments in 553

room-scale VR. This methodology utilized adaptive, 3D-binaural audio in 6-DoF, rulesets, 554

and a game engine to define the behavior of objects in space and time across different 555

sensual representations (modalities). Its feasibility was demonstrated in a prototype room- 556

scale VR experience and evaluated using an analysis of screencasts of the prototype. 557

The paper demonstrated the benefits and limitations of such an audio object-focused 558

approach, allowing the injection of new behaviors, such as the audio’s response to player 559

movement in 6-DoF, active player participation driven by the physics system and custom 560

code, and synchronized multimodal processes. The paper also highlighted the utility 561

of a game engine’s physics system in creating complex movements. However, platform 562

or project constraints may restrict multimodal applications. These constraints may be 563

addressed in part by concentrating on audio behaviors and 3D-binaural audio in 6-DoF 564

while limiting the behavior of the remaining modalities by making objects immobile, non- 565

interactive, or invisible. This approach also reduces the implementation complexities of 566

audio behaviors as fewer sound files need creation, implementation, and testing. Ultimately, 567

the designers must balance opportunities for audio-responsive player interaction against 568

the larger framework of the game and its time and budget constraints. 569

Future work will investigate the effect of the multimodal, object-focused approach 570

in a directed user experience study, as well as the potential application of AI in the audio 571

production process. 572

Supplementary Materials: Supporting video examples are available at doi: 573

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6616582. 574
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